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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. In 1997 Michael Drosnin published The Bible Code.
This book demonstrated that amazing things from the past, present, and future are encoded within
the Bible. Every major event in world history, every major figure in world history, seems to be
encoded in the Bible. - Michael Drosnin Despite intentional disinformation claiming to have
debunked the Bible codes, they are real and they are taken very seriously. Ordinarily, we would
assume that the US Pentagon and anything having to do with the Bible would be far removed from
one another. But in 1994 statistical science, a respected mathematical Journal, published report
number three, volume 9 titled Equal distant letter sequences in the book of Genesis. That report
found its way to the Pentagon s national secret agency of cryptology. And made it to the desk of
Harold Gans, a senior cryptographer for the Pentagon s national security agency. Gans knew that
equal letter Skip sequence was a code form widely used by governments and their agents. The idea
that they would occur in the book of Genesis was hard for him to...
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Excellent e-book and useful one. It is writter in straightforward phrases rather than confusing. I am just very happy to explain how here is the finest
publication i have got read through in my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for possibly.
-- V iva  Schuster-- V iva  Schuster

Absolutely essential study publication. It usually fails to expense an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform when you full
looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Allene Conr oy-- Ms. Allene Conr oy
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